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812 Grove

My grandma has a collection of mugs. Each mug sneers with the face of a Doberman painted on the front, dusty,
growling. I smudge dirt on jeans, reach inside and find a pocket watch. Statues of little children, Angel figurines,
there’s a cross on a wall and a painting of a house with a thatched roof. When I was younger she would hand me a
sharpie and ask me to color in the carpet. Places where the black had faded, where it had gone white or grey. 

My cousins call dibs on the painting in the corner. The one with the women and the dog, wandering along the beaten
path. They call dibs but I know they will never take it. That painting will die with this house before it is taken and
mounted on the wall in someone’s New York apartment. Before it is shoved in the closet of someone’s suburban
household because they realize that the painting screams horror, that it screams walk into me, and be lost forever.
That it only works among the clutter, among the aged wood, among the crosses and scripture, and black and white
photos of 812 Grove. 

To move the painting you would have to move the wall, and with the wall, you would have to move the cabinet, and
the bible that weighs heavy in the bottom drawer, and the blue chair my grandmother sits in next to the cabinet and in
turn, you would have to move my grandmother. And with my grandmother, you would have to move the tv. The tv
that only gets sermons and cooking shows. Grandma loves the pope. To move the tv you would have to move the
stairwell that sits behind the tv, the one that goes to nowhere, to my father’s childhood, to bunk beds. To move the
stairwell you must move my grandmother’s bedroom and the antique four-poster bed that sits inside, and the
wardrobe that she is always asking me to rearrange. And the kitchen and the back porch, and the swinging bench on
the front patio, and all the crystal ornaments that grandma has hidden within the evergreen trees that surround the
property. The empty birdbath and dying garden. 

But none of this would happen because my grandmother will not move until she is dead. 
***
There are two pianos in her house, one is white all around except for the flats and sharps. It sits in the entrance of
the house, the same room with the Doberman mugs, the room that is both the dining room and the office, and the
piano studio. Grandma sits little children upon the bench, their legs swinging above the pedals, she guides their hands
and shows them how to play. 
The other piano is in the living room, just a few feet from the tv and the stairwell. It’s black shiny, BALDWIN
written above the keys. CVS greeting cards sit propped open on the top, along with the folded triangle flag from my
Grandfather’s funeral. This piano is solely for family, for Christmas Eve gatherings, for my younger cousin to sit at
while Grandma stays laid up in her blue chair, listening and telling her to keep playing no matter how many times she
fumbles. It’s where I sat when I learned the first page of Fur Elise and Piano Man. I forgot them within the week. 
***
8 months ago my grandmother had a stroke. Since then I haven’t seen anyone touch either of the pianos. We’ve used
the benches as extra seating, pulling them out to make room for uncles and cousins as she sits still in the chair, her
left arm limp at her side. She has to be lifted in and out of bed by this tall hammock contraption that stands next to
her dresser. It picks her up and she hangs, arms tucked close to her body, legs dangling below. 

Then she is deposited into a wheelchair and rolled into the living room where she watches the tv, her eyes half-
closed. She mumbles her words when she speaks and asks us questions and tries to seem wise. My mom brings her
food and my aunt, and my dad and my uncles talk about who’s going to bring her food the next day and who’s going
to help get her out of bed. 



They talk in our kitchen a lot, a few blocks from where she sits, in her chair, in front of her tv. They talk and I sit on
the step at the top of the stairs. I hear the way their mouths hook around the word ‘Ma,’ with the long stressed out
‘a’ and the wince in their low, low voices. I listen to their steps, heavy and measured pacing the floor. 

They talk about her like it’s business. Like it’s a box to check off. They pawn different jobs off on each other until
settling on an equally unhappy compromise. 
***
The only time I’ve seen someone move a piano is at my old middle school. There was a big one in the band room.
Most of the time it stood motionless covered in a blue padded sheet, fitted to wrap around the edges. My friends
would sneak their hands under the sheet and play small snippets of pieces they were working on while the band
director took phone calls in his office. The piano had wheels on the bottom. Once a semester for the annual band
concert we’d unlock the wheels and open the big double doors that lead out onto the stage and we’d push. Half a
dozen sixth-graders all pushing their backs into it, Converse braced against linoleum floor. When we finally got it on
stage I was always worried that they’d go too far and push it over the edge into the pit. 
***
To move my grandmother you would have to move the pianos. 
***
Before my grandfather died he was the same way as her, only his mind was just as bad as the rest of him. Still, he
never left that house, not until the paramedics rolled him out on a gurney and pushed past years of dust, through
narrow doorways.
***
That’s where she put all the graduation pictures, on the white piano in the dining room. My dad and all his brothers
are first. Then there’s cousin Rebecca all the way down to my brother Milo. I’m next. I think about the day that all
those pictures will come down. The shrine to our family. Sometimes it seems as if that piano is the only thing that
connects me to them. The cousins in Minnesota, or out on Long Island, even the ones in the next town over, or
upstate at college. All of us at some point in our life have sat down at that bench. 
***
There’s an empty birdbath in her yard, the white concrete covered in a layer of slimy green moss. There are wild
blueberry bushes that haven’t borne fruit since before my brother was born. A rotten overgrown wooden bench next
to a fallen plastic statue of Bambi. It’s like walking onto an abandoned property, especially when you look at the
gaping hole in the ground next to the back porch, where the above ground pool used to sit, flattening the dirt. It’s
hard to remember anyone lives there at all.
 


